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Greeting fellow photographers, I got a gentle reminder that I had an article due for
this month’s edition of "In Focus". I thought and I thought, and I thought, and I finally
came up with…. zilch. For the past god knows how long, I’ve been in hibernation mode
as far as picture taking goes (or doesn’t). I’m reminded of the George Harrison song
While My Guitar Gently Weeps. Substitute the words camera for guitar, and sleeps for
weeps. Sure there were tons of excuses, some legitimate, some… ok, none were really
that legitimate, but here they are, heat waves, cold snap, floods in New Orleans, forest
fires in California, you get the idea. I was however encouraged by club members who
have posted great shots on the FCC Facebook page, and on Instagram. I made a
commitment. I decided to take a walk every day and bring my camera with me. Not
expecting to take perfect pictures, but to take any pictures. Who knows maybe I would
stumble across an image that I could write about. I didn’t. The competition was
approaching, so that was an additional incentive. Maybe I could find something
competition worthy. I didn’t (at least not yet). In preparation I also started editing
images submitted on critique night, that I could use for the competition following the
excellent suggestions from Joe Crupi, Helen Repstad, and Andrew Silver.
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Visitors always
welcome.

We are a 501C3 Org.
A sponsor of the PSA
Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th
Wednesdays at Flushing
Hospital, conference room on
5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St.,
Flushing. Park on street or in lot
across the street on Burling
St..FREE but Parking ticket
must be validated at the
Camera Club. Call to confirm
meeting date and time
especially in winter AND
DURING COVID SHUTDOWN

Unfortunately all meetings will be Zoom
Meetings until further notice.

7th —-Competition Judge: Alan Agdern
21st– Program: Joe Pellicone “Metro Area
Night photography of Local Architecture”.

4th –Critique Night
18th– Program: Paula Greco
Light Painting workshop

Dues: $40.00 for individuals
$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students

up to 23 yrs.old.

The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with thirdparties. Your use of third-parties or their websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites.
Copyright © 2020-21 Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved. Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.
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President’s Message continued...Well, getting outside with the camera helped improve my mood. While

working with the computer on the edits helped to clear the cobwebs from my brain. Both were good distractions
from all the stuff going on in my world and the world in general. I’m hoping to have some decent images for the
competition, but especially looking forward to seeing all of your images.
All the best, Joe Macaluso
From the Editor’s Desk:
For me October is one of the best times of year for photography. Comfortable temperatures and shorter
days make for more opportunities to shoot sunrises and sunsets. Ah, and the magnificence of fall color. You
don't always have to be in Vermont for great fall color. Central park or Oalkand lake here in Queens are also
inviting places for colorful scenics in fall. Let’s not forget Halloween. Colorful costumes, laughing children
and decorations abound.
In this issue there is an article on moon photography and tips from Tim Grey on sharpening and from our
own Russ Burden on scenics. If you missed the photo shoot in Brooklyn you can read details from our first
field trip below. There is also a column on our first critique night and another on the program by Scott Dere,
“Wildlife Photography Techniques”.
If you notice this issue is a little shorter it is because there is was no competition in September to report on
and no standings to post. Hope you enjoy the newsletter.
“photoJoe” Crupi

Brooklyn Heights Field Trip
Well we had our first official field trip since the
covid “dampenic” started and it was inspiring.
On Sept 23rd with great weather predicted we
ventured out to photograph in the Brooklyn
Heights. Neither the very heavy traffic nor the
scarce parking spaces could deter the group
of enthusiastic members. Eventually finding
each other near the Creamery at the foot of
Old Fulton Street you could feel the
anticipation for finding great images ahead.
While some ventured toward the Manhattan Bridge others searched around the base of the Brooklyn Bridge
and the park for those perfect images. As the sun set we all directed our attention along the water either
focusing on Lady Liberty or the skyline. I was quickly reminded about the “sounds of the city” with the many
people skateboarding, biking, jogging, pushing baby carriages or from the folks on the pier playing basketball.
And oh yes, there are those famous gongs. Said to be an Asian spiritual symbol, there are several large red
Gong bells every hundred feet or so by the river. Kids and adults would come by and shake the dangling chain
creating a skull shaking “gong” sound. It all added to the memories of the evening.
The members participating were Tony Coppeta, Tom Mrwik, Bill McLernon. Louise and Richard DeStefano,
Terry Chen and Joe Crupi. After the word gets out about this fun night and when some great images of the
night appear in competition and with the many images and group shot Tony posted on Facebook, I am sure
many more will attend our next outing. Hope you can make it. Joe C.

OLYMPUS HAS FALLEN BY NASIM MANSUROV
If you have not yet heard the news, today Olympus made an announcement that
it is going to sell its camera division to Japan Industrial Partners (JIP) by the end
of 2020. With its continuous losses in the past few years thanks to serious
declines of camera sales (thanks to the rise of the smartphone), Olympus is
basically leaving the camera industry, letting a third party manage its camera
business. And with the COVID 19 pandemic that has really hurt the camera
industry, it is clear that the company is doing what it can to survive as a
business.
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Regarding your advice on sharpening, I recently read that expecting/hoping
to bring out-of-focus areas into sharp focus is fantasy. The article said
sharpening only enhances areas that are in focus. Do you concur?
Yes, I would mostly agree with the overall concept here. Sharpening will not
cause an out-of-focus image to appear to be entirely in focus. You can
improve the perceived sharpness, including of out-of-focus areas, but that
doesn't not provide the same result as having the image in focus in the first
place.
I often describe sharpening as enhancing contrast where contrast already exists in an image. This
creates the appearance of greater sharpness and detail in the image. You can also think of
sharpening as reducing the size of gradations along contrast edges in an image.
Sharpening can dramatically improve the overall appearance of a photo, but there are limits to how
much you can achieve with sharpening.
For example, sharpening can help compensate for a photo captured with a lens featuring slightly less
resolution than another lens, since the loss of sharpness in this case would be minor.
If a photo is a little bit out of focus, sharpening can help make the image look less blurry, but that
sharpening won't result in an image that will look as good as it would have if the focus was
established properly at the time of capture.
If an image is significantly out of focus, sharpening will enable you to change the appearance of the
photo, but it certainly won't produce a photo that appears to have been in focus in the first place.
Similarly, there are techniques for reducing the appearance of motion blur in a photo. But even more
than with a photo that is out of focus, with a photo that exhibits motion blur you can't use a filter to
magically get the photo to look like there wasn't any motion blur. You can get an improvement, but
not a perfect result.
So, sharpening can help make up for an image that was captured with less than perfect focus. But if
the image clearly has the appearance of being out of focus, sharpening in post-processing is not
going to provide a magical solution. From: Tim Grey tim@timgrey.com
The Critique Night début was very successful.
This certainly was a refreshing change to our usual competition night. For one, it was honest,
simple, and our images were critiqued buy our own members who had qualified as PFLI judges.
It was a time to learn, and understand with some fresh eyes, to improve our photography. The best
part of the critique night, was that it was so flexible. The photographers can see for themselves, and
have the option to correct the image, and have plenty of time to enter it for competition if they
choose. I personally enjoyed the in-house critique. I believe this will encourage all those who need a
better understanding of what makes a better image!
Tony Coppeta
Our zoom meeting on September 30th was the Scott Dere presentation on “Wildlife Photography” . Before the 7Pm starting
time Scott began giving tips on Yellowstone and other information. It was going to be an exciting night. Over 20 members and
guests signed in to hear and see Scott’s presentation and we were not disappointed. Using his amazing images as examples
Scott gave us details on places to visit for particular wildlife, times to go there and equipment he used. Many of his images
depict those animals in their natural environment. He likes to place the animal subject in “power point” locations in the image
(think tic tac toe grid) with the background playing a supporting role. An example of his composition would be Mount
Kilimanjaro filling frame with an elephant in the lower right area. Scott gave us a good tip on shooting from a car and how heat
waves from the interior or the motor can distort the photo unless a cool wind blows them away or the car is shut
off. Scott’s obvious excitement and enthusiasm was contagious and we look forward to his next presentation.
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https://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/moon-photography-tips/

MOON PHOTOGRAPHY

It’s not hard to learn how to capture the moon’s craters and detail with your digital camera.
In fact, once you get a handle on why you must use these wonderful photographic methods,
taking pictures of the moon will be pretty easy.
Cloudless The first thing to try for, naturally, is a clear night—a night without clouds. Clouds can smear and smudge
an otherwise sharp photo of the moon’s craters. A lovely, clear night provides the ideal circumstances to take photos
of the moon. If there are clouds that butt in, then use that. Try a photo of a soft cloud streaking gently in front of the
surface of the moon. This really does lay the foundation for superb images. So let’s have a look at precisely what you
will want for your moon shots.
How Close? Lets examine what focal length works best. If you want to take pictures of the moon close up, use a four
inch telescope. You can screw your camera on a mount and then the telescope effectively results in being your lens. It
utilizes the lens and you can get close images quite straightforwardly. Of course your camera will need to have the
ability to interchange its lenses. If you don’t own a telescope then you can use a telephoto lens. A telephoto lens is a
lens that is very long. You may have seen them before. It is used for wildlife photography and portraiture, like wedding
photography. A good range of focal length might be something like 200mm to 400mm. These telephoto lenses are
very expensive but get the loveliest shots.
Moonlight Numerous people capture the moon the equivalent way as they would a dark night time city scene. If you
do this , you may experience a big ball of bright light against a black night sky, without detail. That may be okay if
you’re photographing the moon over a pond, for example, but if you like to take photos of the craters, then this is not
the way to shoot it. The moon is very, very bright, especially when it’s full. I suggest choosing settings that are used for
brighter, daylight conditions. I know this sounds funny, so bear with me. When I shoot the moon I put my settings at
anything from 1/180 of a second to 1/60 of a second. If you’re not sure which shutter speed is better to use then try
few shots on a different selection of shutter speeds to get the best one.
Setting Up You will want a tripod when you take photos of the moon. Since the moon is so far away, any movement
of the camera and you may chance missing the gorgeous craters. Position your camera on a tripod, and if you have
one, use a shutter remote cable to be in command of the shutter speed. We use these because we do not want to
accidentally move the camera by pressing the shutter button down. And that’s right, even movement as light as a
finger can put your entire photo out of focus.
Keep the Camera Still It’s essential to keep the camera fixed and immobile so you get everything in focus. I use
manual focus so I can get the craters as sharp as I can. I occasionally find that auto focus can either have difficulties
getting the correct focus or sometimes can’t focus in the least. It can be time consuming and frustrating. Try moving
the focus ring until you come across a position whereby the moon’s craters look razor sharp.
Lighting Sensitivity ISO is a quality of your digital camera that controls how responsive the camera is to lighting. If
you’re photographing the moon as the major theme against a black sky, then you will not want a very high ISO. If
you’re shooting the moon as an addition to your shot, then this becomes a different matter altogether. The closer you
get to the moon, the less ISO you require.
What about the camera’s aperture? Since the moon is so far away I would suggest shooting with a middle aperture
(something around f/8 or f/11). In fact it is so far away that you don’t really need to worry about depth of field.
Image Quality Shoot at the very maximum quality you can. I always select RAW for all my photos and shooting the
moon is no exception. If you want excellent quality pictures then opt for the highest quality setting you can go. Even if
you’re not able to shoot in RAW, pick the largest JPEG size possible.
Sharpening and Tweaking Once you’ve taken your moon photograph, you may have to sharpen it a bit. Not for the
reason that your photo will come out blurry, but remember, it’s over 300,000 kilometers away. A little increase in the
sharpening will help enhance some of detail in the craters. Try improving the darks and lights a little too by using your
contrast tool in Photoshop or your favorite editing program. That naturally helps to give the surface more of a three
dimensional look and detail, rather than having a large flat white surface. Increasing contrast, clarity, and sharpness
makes the craters look deeper and more interesting. Moon photography is so much fun. Just apply some of these
principles and methods that I use and you will pleasantly surprised at the lovely photos you get.
About the Author:
Amy Renfrey writes for DigitalPhotographySuccess. She’s photographed many things from famous musicians to
weddings and portraits of babies. Amy also teaches photography online to her students.
Looney 11 Rule:The “looney 11 rule” states that for astronomical photos of the Moon’s surface, set aperture to f/11
and shutter speed to the (reciprocal of the) ISO film speed (or ISO setting). ”With ISO 100, one sets the aperture to
f/11 and the shutter speed to 1/100 or 1/125 second. With ISO 200, aperture at f/11, set shutter speed to 1/200 or
1/250. With ISO 400, aperture at f/11, set shutter speed to 1/400 or 1/500.
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Add People Into a Scenic
When it comes to photographing people, portraiture is often the first word that comes to mind. This brings thoughts of
head shots and full length body photos. But people photography doesn’t need to be restricted to these criteria. Strong
images can be made where a person is secondary in size to the overall composition. So much so, great images can be
made where the person takes up less than five percent of the photo yet is an integral subject
I like to incorporate people into my landscape pictures as they tend to add human interest. Before I decide whether or not
I want to do this, I first determine if the composition is strong enough as it stands. If the answer is yes, I study the
composition to decide where to place the subject. This often turns out to be one of the power points or what is referred to
as the rule of thirds. Power points fall at intersecting lines of an imaginary tic tac toe board drawn over the viewfinder.
Place the subject at one of these intersections to add strength to the image and help prevent a bulls eyed center of
interest.

The inclusion of a person helps tell a story about the setting. It can also add mood and help fill in the blanks
as to why you made the picture. Before you decide to adopt this concept of photography into your repertoire,
make sure you consider some key factors. Does the model belong in the setting with regards to clothing,
chosen activity, how they are posed, their size relationship to the scene, etc.? Don’t include people for the
sake of being able to do so. Plan out who will be your model, the time of day you want to shoot, how they will
dress, and what props you want to include. The more prepared you are, the more successful you’ll be creating
the photo. If you don’t know the people, don’t be afraid to ask your them to sign a model release. If you want
to market the photo, it’s a must.
To learn more about this subject, join me on one of my photo tours or safaris. Please visit
www.russburdenphotography.com to get more information.FACEBOOK:https://www.facebook.com/pages/Russ-BurdenPhotography/138323855629?ref_type=bookmark
rburden@ecentral.com

FCC is looking forward to a presentation ceremony to give out the plaques to our last season’s competition
winning photographers. It will likely be outdoors in a local park area. Watch your email for details from the
president.
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Like moths to a flame. The smell of smoke was in the air early Sunday morning. The word

spread that a major fire engulfed an entire block in the neighborhood. Three of our FCC members with
cameras in hand happened to meet at the scene. Tom Mrwik, Tony Siciliano, and Joe Crupi had PJ
action images on their mind. Upon arrival it was determined that much of the flame was put down but
smoke still bellowed from the block of stores on Covert Ave. in Stewart Manor. At least four different
town volunteer fire departments were on the scene and water poured from the many pieces of
apparatus. Dozens of firemen were busily moving about trying to save the buildings.
PJ is not the type of image we generally find in competition but it does produce some exciting story
telling images of events.

Stay Focused !

